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A, ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK ,;

1. ..Tkev fifth meeting of .the Technical Preparatory Committee of the IShole was

held in Addis Ababa from 15 to 21 May 1984. Formal opening addresses.were

delivered by Comrade Mersie Ejigus Head, General Plan Departments Central Planning

Supreme Councils Minister and alternate member of COPWE, and the Executive Secretary

of the Economic Commission for Africa (see section C below).

2. The ;;meeting was attended by representatives of the following States members

of the Commission" Algeria* Angola, Benin, Burundis Cameroon, the Central African

Republic^ Chad, the Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guineas Ethiopia, Gabon,

the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Kenyas Lesotho, Liberia, the

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, the Niger,

Nigeria, Rwanda* Senegal, Sierra Leone, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, the United

Republic of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

3. The following States not members of the Commission-sent observers! Canada,

China9 Cuba, France, Germany, Federal Republic of, India, the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

4. The following non-member States sent observers. Republic of Korea and

Switzerland.

5. The African National Congress of South Africa (ANC) and the Pan-Africanist

Congress of Azania (PAC) were represented in accordance with the Commission's

rules of procedure. _

6. Representatives of ttiie:;fallowing United Nations Secretariat units attended

the meetings Centre for Science and Technology for Development; Department of

International Economic and Social Affairs; United Nations Centre for Human

Settlements (HABITAT). .

7. The following United Nations bodies and specialized agencies were represented:

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Develop

ment Programme (UNDP), United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA),

International Labour Organisation (IL0)9 Food and Agriculture Organization of the

^United Nations (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi

zation (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO), World Bank,, International
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Monetary Fund (IHF), International Telecommunication Union (ITU),

Wor.ld. intellectual Property Organization (WXPO), International,Trade Centre . ;

(UNCTAD/GATT). , , .'-. ■ ,. . ;, ■-.. - : . ; ;

8/: Observers were present from the following intergovernmental and non-governmental

organizationss African Development Bank (ADB),'■ African Regional1 Centre for'

Engineering Design and Manufacturing (ARCEDEM), African Regional Organization for

Standardization (ARSO), Institut de formation et de recherche demographigues (IFORD),

Inter-African Coffee -Organisation, Organization of African Unity (OAU).

9i;':';The Committee unanimously elected the following officers: Chairman!

Mr. Ngoy Kapaji (2aire); First Vice-Chairman; far. Watik Hosny (Egypt); Second

Vice-Chairman^Mr^Kafoine Diane (Mali)-and1 Rapporteur: Mr. Owilia Outia Oltfd (Kenya).

I0.,t-On t5 1^.1984, the Committee adopted.the following agenda; .

.l.;; Opening of the meeting ; . '','■■ ■-■ ; ,

, ; -2.( Election of officers , . . ... - ■ .■

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

4. Biennial report of the Executive Secretary including an update of

programme performance, 1982-1983

.'■■.-/.:j 5*' Critical Economic Situation-'in Africa '■''-■ r -\

(a) Survey of economic and sobial conditions in Africa, 1982-1983

(b) Critical economic situation in Africa (E/1984/68)

(c) Critical situation of food and agriculture in Africa

(d) Intensive s^udy to ascertain the cause(s) of the discrepancy between

the increasing resource allocation to food,and agriculture and the

declining performance of the sector 1/ . . ■.-■":

(e) The Scientific Roundtable on the Climatic Situation and Drought in

Africa2/

(f) Report of the Regional Meeting on Natural Disaster Prevention and

Preparedness in Africa

(g) Africa's external debt and its impact on the current economic crisis

1/ Report prepared in response to ECA res. 462 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983.

2/ Report prepared in response to ECA res. 473 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983,
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6. Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos in

solving Africa's critical economic crisis

(a) United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa

,(i) Second Phase Programmes 1984-1987 .■■■'.,..■■-

(ii) Europe-Africa Permanent Link through the Strait of Gibraltar

'■-.: •■ (iii)i.i Report of the fourth meeting of. the Conference.of African

Ministers of Transport*, Communications aiidoPlanning

,■:'■: (b) United-Nations Industrial Development Decade for Africa

- Report of the seventh meeting of the Conference of African

Minisfers-' of Industry ' j - :.

(c) Regional review and 'appraisal of progress achieved in the implementa

tion of the Vienna Plan of. Action on jScience and:Technology

Development in Africa: ..... ...... . ,

3/
(d) Perspective studies on. the livestock sector,— ,

(e) Report of the meeting of the Ministerial Follow-up Committee on

Trade and Finance including the establishment of an African Monetary

Fund - ' ' " ' ^

(f) Contributions of ECA-sponsored regional and subregional institutions

-".*"■ tolAfrican development • .-;.■ ■' - ■ •■-;

(i) Proceedings and recommendations of the fourth Conference of

Chief Executives of EGA-sponsored Regional and Subregional

'Institutions

(ii) Consolidated biennial report on the activities, 1982-1983 and

the work programme and priorities, 1984-1985 of ECA-sponsored

regional and subregional institutions —

(g) Evaluation and harmonization of the activities of the African
-■■■■■■■■■ t ■■■ ■■■>- ■ ■-- - ■ g/

Multinational Institutions sponsored by EGA and OAU —

■:■.'■,■■. 3/ Progress report prepared in response to SCA res. 463. (XVIII) of 2 May 1983

■■'■:■■'.'■ 4/ Progress-report prepared in response to EGA res. 467 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983

■ y Prepared- in response to EGA res, 'Ml (XVII) of 30 April 1982.

6/ Report of the Ad Hoc Committee in response to EGA resolution 477 (XVIII)

of 2 May 1983.
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7. The special problems of African least developed countries? Report of the

third meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts of the Least

Developed African Countries : - ■ :i ■ -' U

8. Reports of the annual sessions of the MULPOCs

9. Reports of the subsidiary bodies of the Commission r

(a) Third session of the Joint Conference of African: Planners,,

Statisticians and Demographers

(b) Second; meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental, Regional Committee

on Human Settlements and Environment

(c) Fifth meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for

: , . , .the Integration of Women in Development - ,

(d) Second meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for

Science and Technology Development

(e) Report of the Regional Meeting on the International tbuth Year

(f) Report of the African Regional Preparatory Meeting for the Seventh

United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the

Treatment of Offenders
■■-'"''■' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■■..-,■ . -^ ■ ■ .■ ■

10o Proposed updating of and revisions^fco the Mediuffi-term.Plans 1984-1989

11. Wbrlci Population Plan of Action ; ■ '.-'.■

12. Other resolutions of the Commission and resolutions and decisions adopted

by Economic and Social Council at its second regular session of 1983 and

by the General Assembly at its 38th session In the economic and social

sectors that are of interest to Africa

(a) Follow-up action on other relevant resolutions at the eighteenth

session of the Commission and ninth meeting'of the Conference of

■"'Ministers " ■ >■;.■■■ .■-•.. ■-:■ ?j ■•■ ■

(b\ Resolutions and decisions adoptqd hy, ECOSOC :at its ^second; regular

? .; 11, .session of 1983 and by the General,. Ass;embl.y;v.at; itsvthirtyTeighth

;Z&-:i. -session In the economic and social .sectors that are of interest

.v-:. ■--;■.: -... to .Africa. . . ,7 .. . ,1..,.^1...... ...-■< ■■,,■ •- • ■■..■.,...; ■ ■
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13- The. United Nations Trust Fund for African Development

- Progress report on the utilization of pledges for 1982 and 1983

14* ECOSOC's request to-its subsidiary bodies that currently meet on an

. ■ . -, annual basis to consider .'adopting, on an experimental basi,s, a „ .

biennial cycle of meetings.and to report in 1984

15. Any other business

,16. bate and venue of the sixth meeting of the Technical Preparatory•

L •' Coriimittee of the Whole : ; ; ^'; ■: n- : ; >'

17. Adoption of the report and draft resolutions for submission to the

Conference of Ministers.

11, The Cornmittee decided that as its contribution to the proposed discussion

by the Economic and Social Council of the critical economic situation in Africa

at its summer session, the Conference of Ministers should submit to the Council

a special memorandum containing its own analysis of the problems and suggestions

for action at the national, subregionai, regional and global levels.

ivl2-«J To deal expeditxously with the proposed special memorandum the Committee,

decided to.set up an ad hoc committee comprising the follov/ing countries :

West African Subregidh:' Guinea, Nigeria

Central African SuBregioh: ' Cameroon, Rwanda

Eastern and Southern African Subregion: Ethiopia, Zambia

North African Subregion: ' Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco.

13. Other member States would be free to contribute to the work of the

committee, which would be chaired by the second Vice-chairman the Committee also

decided.to establish an open-ended committee to deal with resolutions, to be chaired

by the First Vice-chairman.

■ C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS ,,■ ... .., ■

Opening addresses '

14. Comrade Mersie Ejigu, Head, General Plan Department, Central Planning and

Supreme Council, Minister and Alternate Member of COPWE welcomed all participants
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and said that he was confident that the meeting would make recommendations not

onlyrtp=ayeft,.the crisis Africa was facing but also to hasten the implementation

of the Lagos Plan of Action. Problems with food, the balance of payments, debt

and'energy would continue to face African countries';if'their current output

structure and development strategies remained unchanged. In the face of population

growth at 3 per cent per'anriup," low output meant declining per capita incomes,

worsening unemployment, and lower rates of saving and investment.

15. T&e'-brought which had aggravated the situation continued to cause immense

damage and threatened some 150 million people with-malnutrition or starvation.

According to FAO, the southern fringes, of .the Sahara desert had,advanced 200 kilo

metres in 1983. Thanks were due to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for

his initiative and efforts in mobilizing assistance for drought victims.

16o In the late_, 1970s, and early 1980s, Africa^had suffered from a deterioration in

terms of trade, a.decline In,capital inflows and increased protectionism in the

developed world which.had led countries to resort to stand-by arrangements and

extended credit .facilities.from the International Monetary Fund. But the problems

which Africa faced were not new: they had their roots in the development strategies

pursued by the'countries of the region In the1960s and 1970s. It was gratifying,

therefore' to see African Heads of State and Government-committed to tadkllng'th%

structural and non-structural problems of the economies of their countries, as

expressed in the Monrovia Strategy for the economic development.of Africa

and the Lagos Plan of Action for its implementation, rather than continue, to talk

about conceptstand^philosophies... The Lagos Plan of Action.was,Africans major

instrument not qnly for survival but also for technological breakthrough. The

Addis Ababa Declaration adopted by the Conference,of Ministers responsible for

development and planning on behalf of their peoples and themselves on the occasion .

of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Commission, in Hay 1983, called for measures

to be taken individually and collectively to implement the Lagos Plan and Final Act

and thus lay the foundations for the self^sustaining internal growth and development

that would make Africa self-reliant by the year 2000. : :? ; ■., -;;. ^-o

1.7. Food.and nutrition could not be separated from science and technology. Africa

must embark on the prepar,a±;ion. of a science and technology plan. .In fact, the,,

common denominator in the food, balance-of-payments, debt and energy crisis facing

Africa was the crisis in science and technology.
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18. The February Revolution of the Socialist Government of Ethiopia afforded

a firm basis for the implementation of.' the Lagos Plan of Action in Ethiopia.

The Government was preparing a 10-year Plan wtixch took into?account earlier

improvements in food production^ education and infrastructure development.

Illiteracy, rural population^, the organization of peasants in co-operatives,

the construction of small hydro-dams3 soil and water conservation and

irrigation, all received .emphasis in the new plan, whose challenges the- ■<:'•>-,.

Government'should1meet by organizing and motivating the Ethiopian peoples ■• :

The new Plan, had allowed his country to- *ef lect on the objectives of the

Lagos!Plan of Action, He urged1those present at the meeting-to do the same."

19. On behalf of the Committee,, the representative of Algeria" thanked the

Government and the people of Ethiopia for their hospitality in hosting the

meeting, commenting that without their generosity and assistance the 25th

anniversary ^of; EO&'couM ^not have been the great success it was. ■ ■. :- ..' •

20- The Executive Secretary of the Commission welcomed participants to the

meeting which, he said was being held at a critical point. All indicators

told the same story: African, countries were- facing economic and social problems

of unprecedented proportions. The success so far achieved in focusing the

attention of•the international community*on>Africans critical economic ■

situation was; due to the tireless efforts of the Secretary-General of the ■ ;

United "Nations who, following visits to seventeen African countries between '■■-'■

early 1983 and February 1984, had been averting the■international community

to the situation and the need for emergency assistance.~-!- The Secretary-General

had already -set up an advisory Grcup of senior colleagues and designated the ■:"

Executive Secretary of ECA as his Special Representative oh' Africa's Economic

Crisis^.., A temporary office to. deal with the crisis hati.been opened on 16 April

1984: in^airpbi and senior officials from UNDP, WEP, UHDRO,. WH0.? ILO and EGA. ,:

had already been seconded to it. > ..,-, .

21oi In response to the Secretary-General*s initiative and in recognition of' "

the':-s:eri'oustiess of the crisiss the United Nations Economic and Social Council ^

had.decided'at its'organizational session in February 1984 to make the critical'

economic situation in Africa a maior item for discussion at its summer • session ■■■"
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in 1984. Accordingly, it was decided that the situation should be the major

focus of the ;1984 meeting of the EGA Conference of Ministers, from which the

Council expected inputs into its -summer deliberations. The meeting of experts *,

therefore needed tc prepare for consideration by the Ministers proposals on the <

kind of adtion required at the.national-,-fiubregional, regional and global levels.■!

Items 5 and 6 cf the agenda had been formulated -to-provide a focus lor the

discussion of the Ministers and their response to the current economic crisis and

to medium- and long-term development issues on the continent*-: That response would

constitute the:€otnmissionvs input into the process initiated by the uSecretary.-

Getieral of the United .Nations and its contirbution to the deliberations of the ...

Economic and Social Council at its July 1984 session and of the Assembly of Heads \

of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity, at its twentieth

session in accordance with the request contained in the resolution which the OAU

Council o£..Ministers.had adopted at its ordinary 40th session in February 1984.

22. The situation required a realistic analysis of the issues involved and . - ,, .;

appropriate recommendations on the action to be taken. With that end in.view,

the meeting .hail before it; a report by the Secretary-General to the Economic and

Social .Council,. Critical Economic Situation in Africa (E/1984/68), to serve asu

material for its discussions.

23. Escalating food9 energy and balance-of-payraenfcs crises were not a.new. :

phenomenon. The present situation was an intensification of the one discussed iii..

a closed session by the Conference of Ministers at its seventh meeting in Freetown,

Sierra Leone, in April 1981. The crisis Had only been aggravated b,y the spread

of drought Oto:-tiearly two-thirds of-all African countries and the continuing

hostile'external economic environment^;:. It was more complex, more deep-rooted and

more pervasive, and called for an examination beyond the more symptoms.;. -.■■:.

24. The critical economic situation was for many countries a question of survival.

As such it had led cynics to question the relevance of the Lagos Plan 6f Action

and the Final Act of Lagos9 which were in fact instruments for dealing with the

long-term problem, of structural adjustment an!, therefore, as relevant as ever to...

the current critical economicsituation. If■£he present crisis was to be contained,

African Governmenfcsrimust follow the basic philosophy and principles of the-Lagos■ ■■:

Plan; of Acfciony..namely, national arid collective self-reliance. •■■-■■ it■:■■■■•' ■ ■■■■
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25. It was because of the continuing relevance of the Plan and the Act that the

sub-items under item 6 of the agenda - food ^d'ag^iculture^ transport and." con-

munlbationsv. and'industry, all of them relevant to the solution of the current

critical-economic1 ^situation - were grouped together/ The Regional Food Plan,

the second phase' Of the United Nations Transport and/Sonminications Decade in

Africa and;:the-implementation stage of the United Nations industrial Development

Decade for Africa needed to! be pursued most vigorously. Measures to linplement ■

the relevant aspects of the Vienna Plan of Action oh Science and Technology

Development in Africa3 which were1 not being implemented as expected, should form

part of the recommendations of the meeting.

26. As regards the -;.creation/■aha-- efficient management■-. of institutions s; the report

of the ad hoc Intergovernmental Committee on evaluation and harmonization of the

activities of the! African multinational institutions sponsored byECA and OAU

illustrated a dileiikr African countries wished to retain multinational institutions

even5 wheh ho fiiiahcial support couid be found for them. The meeting needed to make

recdmtnendatidn^on that point. ■. ':':": : "" ' " ' .=■.-.■

27. In the recommendations to be made.? the meeting must consider how to deal with

the various crises at all levels » nationals.subregional5iregional and global -

and indicate what should be done by ,whom9 and when and how,', taking the. "foreign

aid environment" into account. As;already stated, such reqcmmendations,must, deal

with the emergency, short-, medium-and .long-term.aspects ;of the, crisis... ...";.,

28. .,% the question of aid3 ttereport of the Secretary-GeneraO:'listed some

coirplaixits usedVby donors to justify the amounts they provided and the terms they

Imposed. It was essential to remove the grounds for such complaints; Donors might

exaggerate the re^.situation, but there was.evidence enough to show that the

mobilization and utilization of human3 material and financial resources, had not

received the attention they deserved. There was5 therefore, scope.for,recommen

dations for action by member States in this- area.
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,29.. .There were also, the problems of. preparing - for and preventing disasters, "of.

the capacity to identifys. analyse and deal with problems, and of the,:co-ordination

of aid with a view to ensuring its relevance and effective utilization,, $uch ■■/;

problems, needed to be tackled particularly at the national level. But to cope;

with the present crises, national efforts would have to be supplemented by subr-

regional, regional and global efforts. In this connections it was .gratifying to

no;te that subregional and other multinational economic and even political;

groupings existed which qouLd provide a framework for such concerted efforts to

deal with both.emergency situations and short-3 medium- and long-term problems:

they should be properly used. . , ■

Biennial report of the .Executive Secretary, including an update of programme
performance^ 19S2-1933 (Item 4) ~

30f 'The Executive Secretary introduced his report for. the biennium 1982-1983;,.;.

^(^E/ECA/CM. 10/11). He explained that the analysis i;t gave of actual programme'■" \

performance, at the output level^ in relation, to commitments in the- programme /budget

for the biennium 1982-1983 covered 15 substantive programmes;. -The analysis followed

the United Nations format as established by the Committee for Programme and Co

ordination 9 showing separately outputs implemented as programmed and all departures

from programmed commitments'- outputs sigiificantly reformulated but implemented in

fuil3 postponed to the following biennium3 terminated5 or added either at the request

of legislative authorities or at,the initiative of' the secretariat. The report

showed that the secretariat had scored about 81 per cent overall. Many programmes

had,performed very well; four - Environment^ Human Settlements, Natural Resources

and Energy., and Public Administration and Finance - less well/mainly because oif

a shortage of resources.

31. The decision by the General Assembly of the United Nations to finance the core

activities of the MULPOCs from regular budget resources as of 1983'had led to a

substantial rise" in ECA's regular budget resources, from $US2$.6.million in 1980-

1981 to $US37.6 million in the 1982-1983 biennium. ECA was proud of its-role as
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an executing agency of UNDP projects-, the second largest in Africa after FAO.

But because of the current global financial constraints, total'technical

co-operation "arid operational activities costed at $US32,228?'939 in 1982-I983

remained at almost the same level as for 1980-1981. The resources for 1984-1985

would show ah even more marked downward trend. ' '

32 • JIhe, allocation pf regular budget resources reflected the priorities of the

Monrovia Strategy for t£e Economic Development of Africa, the Lagos Plan of Action

and the Final Act of Lagos9 whereas allocations for technical co-operation

activities, diverged slightly from those priorities;. As a result9 food and agri

cultures science and technology;, industrial development, and manpower development

had not attracted resources commensurate with the priority given them in the Lagos

Plan.. Ihe transport programme had been able to attract resources only because of

generous, ^support from UNDP and other donors in the context of the United Nations

Transport >andQommunications:Decade in" Africa. The major problem was with the

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTPAD)3 the contributions to

which had been declining since it was established in 1977. In conclusion, he

urged African1 Governments to ponder on ways of mobilizing resources for priority

activities that had so far attracted/little support.

33. ihe Committee complained about the late distribution of the document for

the' meeting and asked the secretariat to ensure that, in the future, reports were

sent to member States before delegations left their countries for meeting^;. "In

the circumstances3 some delegates requested that member States7'which wanted to

submit tiifir consents later should be allowed to do so3 on returning to their

countries. While that proposal was generally accepted3 many delegates were in

favour of the adbption of the report for transmission to the Conference of Ministers.

Representatives congratulated the Executive Secretary and his staff on the wide scope

and high quality of the report and also expressed their satisfaction with the co

operation between EGA and OAU and urged the secretariat to continue its efforts' in

that area,-- >-.. ■...-. , . -; .'.-.■ ■. -.■.-■.:■ ■_■■ ■.■ .■..-. -; ■.. ' ■ .■ ..-,..■

34. Most speakers agreed that the secretariat's performance rating was:very

lirpressives,ibutsome said that the method of assessmentused had certain weaknesses:

projec|§rwere .not -weighted in accordance with the resources mi6eated to-them; no

informtipn ,^s. given, as;, fco their cost ..effectiveness; and; no assessment had been

made of physical, Implementation. The secretariat should seek ways of improving

methods of performance assessment3 along those lines.
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35• Delegates also expressed concern about the discrepancies between the alloca

tion of resources to programmes shown in the report and the priorities establish

ed by African countries particularly in the Lagos Plan of Action ,and the Final

Act of Lagos. In this connection, appeals were made to member States and

donor Governments and agencies to give EGA more resources to carry out its

i^ Member States were urged to double their efforts to contribute to

Which was an important means of directing resources to priority projects.

36. Although developed countries had surplus food availablei some representa

tives cautioned that those countries intended to perpetuate Africa's .. >.

dependence on imported food and were not, therefore, likely to allocate

resources to.,food and agriculture in Africa as a matter of priority. Reference

was also made to factors such as pricing and drought, which: required greater

attention in efforts to combat the food and agricultural problems facing: the

.continent:. ... "■ . ....".- ■-..;-■. ■.-,. ■ ■ ■■■■•.:■* " ::•■■■.'".'■>

37. EGA was asked to mobilize resources for industrial development, intra-

African tourism and the MULPOCs- In the case of industrial development/it

was noted that external resources were likely to be difficult to obtain.

38. Some speakers regretted the absence of a progress report on the implementa

tion of the Lagos Plan of Action. Others called for an analysis of the extent:

to which IMF financial stabilization and World Bank structural adjustment =.

programmes reflected the priorities of the Lagos Plan of Action. It was felt

that the requirements of the World Bank and IMF seemed to be inconsistent, with

the kind of action called for by the Lagos Plan and the Substantial New ,_,..,■.■

Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries. , ,.v; .

,39. The representative of UNDP pointed out that certain agencies were lead

agencies within the United Nations system and as such were likely to allocate -

more resources to the sectors they ,were concerned with than non-lead agencies.

In the case of food and agriculture, FAO was the lead agency just as KC& was

.the lead agency for the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa. Therefore

a complete picture of the resources allocated to food and agriculture could

only be obtained if those expended by other agencies such as FAO were added
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to those of ECA. The same situation also applied to UNIDO and ECA in the field

of industrial development. More support was needed from Governments in the

effort to obtain resources/Governments could provide resources themselves;

they could also work to mobilize bilateral and multilateral resources for ECA

and other, multilateral: agencies. He expressed UNDF's wish to see ECA become

a more autonomous executing agency since thus if could improve upon its already

high implementation record. He urged;the.Committee, to: examine ways of helping

ECA to become more autonomous in, its. activities as an, executi";^ agency.

40. The representative of WFC acknowledged the leadership of ECA in the

implementation. of the" LagcSs Plan of Action and emphasized thef importance; ro£ :

food security in the region. He stressed that in assessing!performancerit

was necessary ■ to determine the intrinsic quality and utility of, outputs..' . . ■
■;/."i; ■

41. In his response to the, various points raised, the Executive Secretary

acknowledged the difficulty of evaluating, programme performance and r^egretAed

the lack of an evaluation unit in ECA. He. emphasized that ECA's activities

were evaluated none the less/ by Jt'u/■ AMS, ECA and'UNDP, : some of whose reports

had beeh presented to previous* TEPCOW* meetings., He gave details of a number

of United Nations procedures;;Which, when applied to the; extrabudgetary resources

ECA was.,now required to handle :as an executing agency, severely limited the

CpmmissipnVs flexibility. Other executing agencies did not operate under the

same-constraints. He urged the Cpmm.ittee to address itself to the problem.

He.rj5i%so appealed to member.States to pledge greater resources to the United

Nations Trust Fund for African., Development. ... . .:

42. On the preparation of thW-second phase of the United Nations Transport arid

Comtminications Decade in Africa, he explained that-the General Assembly had .."-.::

agreed to provide only $1 million of the $2,273,000 required out of regular,

budget resources. Efforts by the Secretary-General to raise the balance from

extra-budgetary resources as directed by the General Assembly had 'so far riot

been very fruitful. The matter was discussed by the Cominitttae for Programme

and Co-ordination at its twenty-fourth session from April to June 1984 and it was

decided that the Secretary-General should prepare an updated report on the matter
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including suggestions on possible sources for getting the de£ic/it, for. submission

to the General .Assembly, at its thirty-ninth session through E&OSOC at its summer

session in 1984. - ... ;, . ,.

43. Rounding up the discussion, the Chairman expressed satisfaction at the

quality of the biennial report, which the Committee then adopted. He urged the

secretariat to circulate all documents on time in future. Noting the Executive

Secretary's response on performance evaluation, he hoped the secretariat would

continue to improve its methods of evaluating programme implementation.

44. Finally, he called on the Committee to draft a resolution for presentation

to the Conference of Ministers directed at enhancing the capacity of EGA "as

executing agency including measures to make it more autonomous in executing agency

decision making process.. <■ ■■■-. -. . . .-■ „■■■■ >■.-.: , "

(item 5)

1982-1983; :

45. A representative of the secretariat made a detailed presentation of document

E/EGA/CM.10/4, §urve^_of_Economic^d_Social_Conditions_in_A

46. The Survey showed that the economic crisis which African countries were

experiencing was real and deepening. During the period 1982-1983, regional output

had stagnated in 1982 and 1983 after a fall in 1981, so that output ger^capita was

now 10 per cent lower than in 1980. The balance-of-payments situation had improved

somewhat in 1983 thanks to a significant contraction in imports, but at the expense

of further decline in overall rates of growth. Restrictive monetary and fiscal

policies had reduced the rate of inflation, but investments were falling in both

relative' and absolute terrts; ■ . " ' '

47. The reasons for the. situation, included the world .recession, .which:, had-reduced

the demand for African exports, the high cost of- energy, the widespread drought*

distortion, in factor remunerations and deficiencies- in.the.-management. o;f the

public sector. .-:-:v ._■}■ ■ . ; :.-.^- ■ ■■.-.■-:Jri-.■.:. ■ -■ ■.
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48. A modest recovery was forecast for the African economy in 1984; but it

would depend on' events in the OECD economies, the return of normal weather

conditions and the extent to which governmental policies continued to be oriented

towards restoring equilibrium and stimulating production.

49. The Committee commended the ECA secretariat for the accuracy of the analysis

given in the Survey. A number of representatives outlined the bleak economic and

financial situations their countries faced, describing the measures being taken

to redress the situation and the type of assistance they hoped to receive from

the international community.

50. ' Several:representatives objected to a statement in paragraph 4& of the

Survey which blamed the world recession on the doubling of oil prices between

1979 and 1981. This, they said was an erroneous argument usually advanced by

the industrialized countries. There were more fundamental reasons for the

recession, such as rising interest rates in the developed countries and significant

increases in the cost of imported goods.

51. Great concern, was expressed over the state of food and agriculture"in the

region. iTheodependence'on food;aid or a region which had 'dhce' been almost self-

sufficient in. food wasr particularly deplored. : "The: importance of "Setting

remunerative 'producer-prices to stimulate-agricultural-production■was stressed?

so also was: the:need to~provide producers with other iripu'ts-7such as:ffarm1 implements

and fertilizers. It was felt that considerable scope siill remained" for the ■

mobilization of domestic resources to close widening budgetary gaps. Doubts

were raised regarding the efficacy of balance-of-payments' support, and one

representative wondered whether more emphasis should not be placed on alternative

approaches to balance-of-payments problems.

52. The representative of IMF said the Survey gave the impression that the

conditions attached to the Fund's programmes were severe, excessive, Remand- -v

management,oriented an4 deflationary. The Survey, he said, considered currency,.

devaluation in isolation and therefore missed the essence of IMF prescriptions,
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which were designed to achieve the triple objective of economic growth, price

stability and a viable balance-of-payments. .ThU^Fund had more current programmes

in Africa than in any other region, and a number of satisfactory results have

been recorded. Many countries approached the Fund only when it was too late.and

their circumstances required drastic measures.

53. The Executive Secretary said that it was not the secretariat's intention

to attribute the world recession to the rise in oil prices. What was being

stressed was the profound effect the price rise had had on the economies of ■ r

non-oil-producing African countries, particularly in face of prevailing foreign

exchange constraints. The cost of energy was not the only problem facing those

countries, but it had to be taken into account; An; any analysis of their-economic

situation. .\ . . ^ rt... --.f;:if,-: , .-... : ■ :■•.-

54.. The Survey was a synthesis of information received from many countries.

Some statements, therefore, would not necessarily be applicable to.all countries.

The emphasis or the need to increase producer prices should not, for instance,,

be interpreted as a panacea. The mobilization of domestic resources was the

very essence of self-reliance and self-sufficiency, the guiding:principles of

the Lagos-Plan of Action., ECA continued to advocate the judicious use of

resources. ; Balance-of-payments support needed, t&.fce distinguished from, project-by-

project support.. To the; extent that balance-of^payments support made external .■

(assistance more effective and: provided recipients with more.room to manouver>

however^ it was a useful* alternative. .,.-,■ ; - ■'■ . .. :

55. In adopting the Survey, the Committee determined that the first sentence

of paragraph 46 should read: "Increasing import prices and a decrease in their

export income in 1979-1981 had a deep impact on African countries."

in Africa (Agenda item 5{b))

56. Introducing the report of the Secretary-General entitled "The Critical

social and economic situation in'Africa" (E/1984/6S) the Executive Secretary :"'w

said"that although'.the different aspects of the economic situation in Africa were
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analysed by; the Secretary-General under five main headings, the emergency "

measures taken in response to the crisis, might usefully be grouped under mores

(a) food, particularly cereals; (b)::water supply? (c) transport\and storage

problems; (d) population displacement; (e) the health implications of the crisis;

(f) nutrition;1 (g) livestock; (h) energy and (i) the relief and rehabilitation

of people affected. Lest the international community become tired of constantly

being called upon to come to the rescue national standby arrangements and prepared

ness mechanisms were needed to prevent the crisis from becoming an annual event.

The SeCrMaiby^General had already mobilized the entire'United Nations system to

assist Member States to deal with the'crisis. To this end/ he had established

an emergency office in Nairobi, Kenya and appointed.the Executive Secretary of

EGA as his special representative on the crisis.. The emergency office was. already

making an inventory of countries with the machinery and the manpower to cope with

the current crisis. But even with the best will.of the international community,

the final responsibility for reversing the crises rested with Africans themselves.

57. In the discussion that followed the observer for OAU described the activities

of the working group set up by the African'Group at United Nations Headquarters

in befeember 1983 to support the Secretary-Generaifs initiative. The Group was,

he said, duty-bound to give the Secretary-General ail the political and moral

backing he needed. The working grouplwas drawing up a report and series of

recommendations for submission to the Technical Preparatory Committee and the

Conference of Ministers. He. gave a preliminary outline of the,report, which was

subsequently distributed as document . .. ,, ,

58. There was general praise for the Secretary-Generalss initiative and for

the report on the critical social and economic situation in Africa. It was

commented that the ultimate measure of the Secretary-General's efforts would ba

whether flows of assistance to Africa increased as a'resuit.' One representative

remarkedthat' since the Secretary-General's intention was to focus attention on

the problems affecting African countries without creating any permanent bureaucracy

to deal with? them, the success':of his Initiative would depend on the use Africans

made of the extra attention it brought them. The establishment of the special
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office in. Nairobi to cope with the crisis was also widely applauded a*though .-

some speakers wondered whether the office would really be able to: do all that

was expected of it in a mere eight or nine months. ... .

&.' One speaker said that the report of the Secretary-General should have

distinguished between the ad__hoc solutions it suggested for immediate problems

atid the longer-term steps needed to correct structural inadequacies. The action

required in the longer term/ he pointed out,'was already mapped out in the Lagos

Plan"of Action. But another speaker maintained that the courses followed in the

short-term would largely determine what longer-term solutions could be pursued,

and that the two kinds of solutions were not mutually exclusive.

&6. The--most appropriate approach, it-was suggested^ : might be to group the

requisite courses of action under a number of the headings suggested by the ■ !

Executive Secretary - water supply, "food-aid and its distributions and the :

replenishment of seed stack's^ for-£he:forthcoming planting season, with appeals ■

to the international community for specific kinds of aid under each heading.

Precautions should also be taken against future crisis. Early warning systems

were needed, so were village-level reserves of food and seed stocks. Fertiliser

should be purchased in advance of requirements? irrigable land heeded to be

rehabilitated; new irrigation projects must be_given support; and reafforestation

plans must be encouraged.

61i; In answer to the question of how ECA and other United Natibns agencies were

helping member States to deal with their balance-of-payments problems either

through, the mobilization of domestic resources or balance-of-payments support,

the Executive Secretary explained that the mobilisation of domestic resources or

savings (both private and public) referred to in the Lagos Plan of Action, was

regarded as a means of (a) generating new resources, (b) releasing resources for

development, and (c) improving resource management. ECA, in collaboration with

ten other institutions, was currently studying how the public sector could be

oriented towards supporting the economy and how public expenditure could be

streamlined so as to release additional resources. Balance-of-payments support had

always been a component of the non-project aid given by some bilateral donors, and
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of World Bank adjustment assistance and IMF facilities. The memorandum to be

sent to the Economic and Social Council, however, should also refer to other

means of enabling countries to cope with their short-term problems, such as..-.

debt relief... . ■■ .. ,...■■"■•'■ ..-.■■ . .v' . ■ : .-. .. ■ ■■ ; '*'-.;■.... .-.

62. It was stressed that the future of the Lagos Plan of Action was not in

doubt for, if implemented, it would be a breakthrough in Africa's economic

development. The'worsening internal crisis had diverted Africa from the rrtain ■

coiMse charted in*the'Lagos Plan of Action, but it was the responsibility of

mekiber States to ensure that what they did in the short term was not at the :t'~

expense of the medium and long-term objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action.

63. There was, consensus on the need for consistency, coherence and co-ordination

in'action by the United Nations system, as exemplified in the Nairobi Office.

ECA member States were urged to support the African Group in New York so that the

initiative of the Secretary-General could produce positive results.

64. -Countries were urged to .give details :of their particular circumstances t;o ,,:

the ECA secretariat and/or the Nairobi. Office so that the Office could identify ,

what specifically heeded to foe done. Such information would also assist in

preparing an addendum to the Conference of Ministers special memorandum to the

Economic and Social Council, after which the Secretary-General would be in a

better position to decide what follow-up action to take. '■■....

Critical situation of"food and agriculture in Africa (agenda item 5(c)

65. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.10/19

on the situation of food and agriculture in Africa, He outlined the main

features of the alarming food and agriculture situation in Africa over recent

years, the reasons for the:deterioration in 1983, and the prospects for 1985

and beyond. The scope of the food problem was such that efforts at all levels

would have to be better co-ordinated if the crisis was to be defused on a lasting

basis. ' African Governments had made great efforts, collectively and individually,
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but far-reaching policyadjustments, phasedpriorities and investments were,

requiredto reverse the unfavourable trends. He, finally suggested specific,

policies that could be pursued in order to improve the situation.

Intensive study to ascertain the cause(s) of the discrepancy between the ■ .

increasing resource allocation to food and agriculture and the declining

performance of the sector (agenda item 5(d) ■ ■ ■

66. -A> representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.10/21,.

recalling that the EGA Conference of Ministers,., meeting at Addis Ababa in 19613,

had requested the secretariat of the Commission to undertake a study to, identify

the causes of the apparent discrepancy between increasing resource allocation to

food and agriculture in Africa and the declining performance of the sector.

67. After an analysis of food production and population growth, the resources

allocated to the agricultural sector and declining performance, he indicated the

areas where action to reverse the downward trend of agricultural output was a

priority.

68. In the course of the ensuing discussion,, all participants congratulated the

secretariat for having presented them with a clear and' intelligent analysis of a

subject as important as food and agriculture in Africa. •

69. They stressed the need tc break with the colonial past in agricultural :

production and strike a balance between food and export crops by using land for

what it was best suited. Soil fertility, it was said, should be sustained by

using organic matter, not just mineral fertilizers than often disturbed the soil

and ecosystem. Agronomists and agro-meteorologists should draw up integrated

programmes for the development of agriculture in the medium and long-term, in

which training and agronomic research should be prominent. Both the public and '

the private sectors should play their part. ;

70. Crops intended for sale needed to be selected with an eye.,to the vagaries

of the master, and to protectionism in international trade. Better farming,

techniques were needed; The present, outdated methods had a direct bearing on

the decline in output. More attention should be paid to the small farmer who
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did not have easy access to supplies and equipment. Remunerative producer prices

and agricultural credit facilities were needed,: and distribution systems had to be

improved. Farm1 output should be protected by means of buffer schemes'.

71. Food aid, it was said, was not an end in itself. African countries must

learn to'stahcl on their own feet. Africa had been "over-indulging in costly

research and foreign expertise. It was time to make more effective use of

national resources in programmes that satisfied the requirements and priorities

of African countries.

72. One representative regretted,that the two documents had not dealt with the

water and irrigation sector, which was of crucial importance to all African

economies. " "": ' ■

73., Another representative observed that some of the statistics in the two docu

ments did not reflect the situation of his country. He also deplored the fact

that neither document made the connection between commitment and disbursement,

which would have made it possible to pinpoint the bottlenecks in agricultural

production." ' - ., .-.

74. The representative of FAO informed the Committee of current and future

FAO programmes in Africa. He 'weXcc'Eleci the timely intiative of the United

Nations Secretary-General in opening an 'Office in Nairobi to deal with Africa's

crisis and the commendable efforts by .the Executive Secretary of EGA as the1 ■

Secretary-General's special representative on African economic crisis, and

he gave details of what FAO intended to do to assist in the alteration of the

crisis. . :' ■'■■"■■' '

75. The Director-General of FAO was already taking action to deal vjith the situa

tion in Africa: he called en the Committee to support the. Director-General's

efforts., , . ... .

76. The! representative of the World Food Programme criticized;, the analysis.-,

of resources in the documents which, he felt, should have been more thorough?

as long as there were ho disbursements there would be no cash flows. Greater

attention nneeded to be paid to domestic resources and if necessary, estimates

should be made oil what the volume of such resources might be.
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77. The observer for ARCEDEM described the activities and aims of his institute.

ARCEDSM currently had 23 member countries, and could play a key role in Africa's

industrial development, he appealed to States that had not yet done so to join-

78. The representative of the secretariat accepted some of the critisms and

proposals and said that they would all be taken into consideration. He informed

the Committee that the secretariat had encountered problems in preparing the

documents because it had not always been easy to obtain the necessary statistics

or information on disbursements. Information from FAO and World Bank and figures

from the development plans of the countries concerned had often been used.

79. The Executive Secretary said that the United Republic of Tanzania was

among the 34 African countries officially recognized as being affected by

drought and alarntirig food deficits. Other countries such as Morocco, Comoros.

and Tunisia1 were also'threatened by drought.

80. The United Nations Water Conference Mar del Plata had made a number of

recommendations on water problems; ECA. had a Water Resources Unit which had

carried out a number of activities to do with the harnessing of water resources.

81. Whatever the shortcomings of the two documents ECA's aim had been to present

a clear and intelligent analysis. It had not been thought necessary to go into

specifics; the documents were meant to serve as guidelines, and should be followed

up by specific activities in the member States concerned. Finally,he remarked

that African States did not attach enough importance to their ministries of

agriculture, which had very limited budgets for what they had to do. Since in

Africa it was the women who produced cash crops and food, they should be given '

a more prominent role in agricultural extension services. Africans must change

their eating habits and stop consuming imported foods. Agricultural production

needed to be diversified and a solution found to the sad situation in which a

predominantly agricultural society did nothing to improve its. agricultural output.
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The Scientific Roundtable on the Climatic Situation ,an4 Drought jp Africa (item 5(e))

Report of the Regional -Meeting on;, Hatural Disaster' Prevention and Preparedness

in Africa, (item 5(f))

82. A member of the secretariat introduced.documents E/ECA/CM.10/23, "Report of

the Scientific Roundtable on Climatic Situation and Drought in Africa" and

E/ECA/CM.10/31, ''Report of the regional meeting on natural disaster-prevention

and preparedness", which had been prepared:in response to BCA resolutions 462

(XVIII) and 473 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983. ,....,... ■-..-. ■;■

83. He highlighted thfe objectives of -the Roundtable, which had been to 'exatrtirie

the causes, periodicity, trends and effectseof drought; on African economiesvand

measures that could be taken in the short, medium and long-terms to contain and

prevent it. tfhe repbrt: of the regional meeting documented the increasing number

of African ■countries affected by natural calamities at significant cost in lives

and property. AS''the recurrence of such calamities could not be ruled out,

co-ordinated action'was needed at the national, international and regional

levels to'deal with disaster assessment, prevention and preparedness.

84. In the discussion that followed, speakers described their countries1 ...

experiences and the steps that had been taken to, deal, with drought and pther

calamities. It became clear.that in the absence of adequate, funding, the

situation in many countries was continuing to deteriorate,, with crop,failures,

falling output, electricity cuts and seripus, food shortages. .One speaker

illustrated the seriousness of his country1s efforts to deal with drought

by citing an irrigation project which had been allocated 1,5 per cent of the

country's GDP. Another speaker announced that his country, wished to joint, UNSO

in order to improve its technical capacity for climate and. water management.

85.1 The Executive Secretary reassured delegates of his commitment to disseminate

information on: drought.. .: He suggested.-that the^ idea of a eoinfeinent^wide early

warning and information system should be discussed with WMO in view of :the ■■•:■'•

vastness of the African continent and the cost of such mechanism was...essential.

He denied the claim that the Plan of Aption was.too ambitious: member States

would have to reorder their funding priorities at the national level, but at, the

regional level, external assistance would continue to be sought.
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86. One representative suggested that ECA should alert other international

S^nizations to_.t&e,need for assistance1 in.implementing' the Regional'Plan','of

Action. " ; "■■■

87; The representative of IMF informed participants that up to $US1.7 billion

in compensatory facilities was available for cereal imports. , He pointed out

that several- States affected by drought had yet tomake use of that amenity,

and explained how the system operated. '"-* f ' '■' ■■"■■■' ■

88. The meeting approved the two reports subject to the correction of one

entry relating to the Ethiopian cereal deficit'."1"": : ' '■'"■ r "'■''' ' h '

Africa's external debt and its impact on the current economic crisis (item 5(g))

89., Under this agenda item/ the Committee had before it document E/ECA/CM. 10/26

"Africa's external debt and its impact on the current economic crisis: note by

the Executive Secretary51. Introducing the item, a-representative of-the

secretariat said that in accordance with resolution 440 (XVIII) on external

indebtedness ofAfrican;countries, adopted at.the seventeenth session of the

Commission in Tripoli in April 1982, the secretariats of ECA, OAU and ADB had

prepared papers on the external debt of African countries. These papers were

to be presented to a Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa's External

Indebtedness, to be held in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) from 18 to 20 June 1984.

The meeting had originally been planned for December 1983, but was postponed

owing to administrative and other problems. The Ministerial Meeting would

consider the dept issue with a view to recommending ways of tackling the

problem in a more rational manner, and its recommendations would be submitted

to the Economic and Social Council for consideration at its 1984 summer session.

The issue had been brought before the Committee so that the Conference of

Ministers could authorize-the'transmission of the recommendations to the ''

Council and the submission' of a report thereon to the Twentieth Session of

the Commission. ' ■ ' ■ ' - : - -

90 A number of representatives regretted the fact that the Ministerial

Meeting had not taken place in December 1983 as originally envisaged so

that the outcome could be made known to the Committee. Many speakers asked
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for;the documents prepared for the meeting to be made"available to them. In

view of the need for adequate technical preparation it was suggested that the

Ministerial Meeting should be preceded by a meeting of experts.

91. The Executive Secretary reiterated the fact that the non-holding of the

ministerial meeting on African indebtedness had been due to administrative

ariid other problems beyond the control of the secretariat and assured

representatives that the documents prepared for the Ministerial Meeting would

be mad^ available to them. He would also have the agenda of that meeting

cirbtiikted so' that members of the ad hoc committee drafting the memorandum on

the economic crisis could take it 'into account and suggest how to fill any gap1

that might exist, in the agenda, He: endorsed the suggestion that a meeting of

experts1'should precede the Ministerial Meeting and assured representatives that

the riecefisaify arrangements would be made. If participants were able to present

national position'papers on the debt problem, the recommendations maae at the

meeting would c'arr^ so much greater weight,

92. The Committee took note of the Executive Secretary's intervention and his .

Note, requesting that the* Conference of Ministers should authorize that the

transmission of the recommendation by the Regional Ministerial Meeting on

Africa's External Indebtedness to Economic and Social Council at its 1984

summer session- '

United,Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA).

(agenda item 6 (a)) . ■

93. Under this item, two representatives of the secretariat introduced three

documents. The first (E/ECA/CM.10/18) presented the final list of projects

approved by the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and

Planning for the second phase of UNTACI)A'9 revised and reduced in accordance with

criteria recommended by the Ministers at their meeting in Cairo in March 1983.

The revision had reduced the estimated total cost of the second phase from an

original $32 billion to $18,3 billion. The new programme laid emphasis on
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rehabilitation and maintenance, training reducing competition between modes

operating within the same corridors, and the requirement,that two or more countries

must sponsor each regional or subregional project,., and allowed :no automatic .

transfers of projects to the second phase. The resulting programme consisted of

1022 projects of which 566 related to transport and 456 to communications.

9.4. The second document (E/ECA/CM.10/5) presented a summary of action taken since

July 1982 to implement Economic.and Social Council.resolution 1982/52 on the

Europe-Africa permanent link through the Straits, of Gibraltar. In accordance with

that resolution, a team of four.high-level consultants had,visited Rabat*. Madrid

and.,Gvene.y.a in March and April 1983 and studied various alternatives for establishing

such ..a link. A number of possibilities had.been dismissed on technical,.

ecq^ogic&l :0r financial grounds but the experts.nonetheless thought the venture was

technically feasible .and that,- with advances in civil engineering, the project

could have considerable geo-political and touristic advantages when completed,, .

They noted the necessity for restructuring transport networks in southern Europe .

and northern Africa,, and added that seismic refraction testss underwater drilling

probes, measurements of currents, waves and wind speeds, metal fatigue studies and

economic research were prerequisites for such a project. They also recommended

studies on the impact of the project at the international level.

95. The third document (E/ECA/CM.10/22) was the report of the fourth meeting of

the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning9 held in

Conakry, Guinea9.:frgm:.7.:.tQ llVFeKfctfary?19.84 at which', the, programme for:the second,

phase of the Transport Decade had been approved. The representative of the

secretariat highlighted the decisions taken by the ministers,.but pointed out

that no decision had been taken on the regional African satellite communication..,-.

system because the preceding meeting of experts had been unable to reach agreement

on.the subject: at the request of the ministers a special meetingrof;experts .

would begin examining t^e matter on 21 Kay 1984= _... . ■ ..
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96. In the ensuing discussions support was expressed for the idea of launching

a second Decade, but the Committee stressed the need for the first Decade to

be fully evaluated if resources were to-be mobilized for a second one.

97. Many speakers voiced reservations about the inclusion of projects ;;they ,

considered to >,pe of no obvious interest to the continent and queried the

economic, financial and political advantages of the proposed Europe-Africa

permanent link. Some thought the project did not meet the criterion that at

least two member States should support an intercountry project before it was

included in the programme for the second phase, and expressed the fear that

its.'xetention could divert resources from other projects of higher priority.

Others wondered whether ECA and ECE had examined the legal aspects of the

project,1 since the Rock of Gibraltar was under United Kingdom administration.

Some "questioned the assertion that the venture could be highly profitable.

98. Several speakers said that greater priority should be given to projects

which contributed more to the economic integration of the continent.

99. One representative entered objections to paragraphs 13, 143 and 145 of

document E/ECA/CM.10/22, to resolutions 84/28, 84/34 and 84/36, and to.projects

RQP-31-101, ROP-31-004, ROP-31-007, ROP-31-009 and RAP-01-00i listed in Annex I

to document E/ECA/CM.10/18, stating that they impugned the sovereignty of the

Democratic Republic of Western Sahara which was recognized by a majority of

African countries.

100. Some speakers called for more flexibility over the inclusion of projects in the

second phaseiof the Decade. In that context one stressed the importance of linking

Kenya, Burundi, United Republic of Tanzania and Malawi to Zambia by suitable means of

transport. Another called for the restoration of project RAP-18-OO29 which had

been approved in Conakry but left out of the programme submitted to the Committee.

101. Several Speakers wanted to know what progress had been made on the gas

pipeline project^ on which no report had been submitted,, and one Sought

information on the Cairo to Gaborone highway.
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. One representative reported that his country had collaborated in technical

and economic studies on the permanent link across the Straits of Gibraltar

and that a meeting ■of' 30 international jurists was going to examine the legal

aspects of the project'which, he said, would.benefit 23 .African countries.

103. Several speakers asked for documents to be presented to the forthcoming

meeting of donors for the second phase of the Decade.

104. The observer for ARCEDEM informed the Committee that an; ARCEDEM/MSO i

project on trucks arid trailers could be of immense importance to African ,h; ?

Governments intheir endeavours to cut import costs and foster;inter-country . ?

co-operation and trade. Countries needed %o reduce the variety of trucks and...

trailers they imported-s0 that a viable industry could be set up. They should

also co-roperate, to ensure that, as ..far .as /possible, road-raaking. and maintenance.

machinery was manufactured in Africa. ARCEDE1! was ready and willing to provide

technical assistance in this field.

105. The representative of U1IDP reiterated his organization's commitment to

support efforts to implement the programme for the Decade and to sustain EGA in its

lead role. He regretted the fact that co-operation within the United Nations'

family had not been very satisfactory! and the feeding by some agencies that ECA
"'■.'.' : ; ■ ■<■■■■' ' .■■■■■ ■ ■ ■■:.-! . ' „ ■ .. : ■ ■ ■ , ..-■ . ■ ■

sometimes exceeded its mandate. The Committee should take a decision to resolve

the matter. Ke urged the Committee to wait for a thorough evaluation of the

first Decade before a second one was launched, and said that most doctors'were

of • the same view.:- tjHOF had agreed in principle to provide .$500,000, for-.. ,.

preliminary studies on the gas pipeline project; a joint Uin>P/World,Banlc :> i;

Committee had incorporated it in a series of global energy studies. Since the

project would be costly, additional donors /would have to be found.

106. The representative of the secretariat reported that a project document

on tbe gras pipeline had been submitted .to TjNDF fq;r funding; and evaluation of

the first phase of the Decade, lias been submitted to TEPCOW at its 1983 mee.ting;
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and work :w,as.,in progress on>jM£ferent sections, of' the

The secretariat would submit a detailed plan for the implementation^ 'the .

second .phase. Biennial reviews of progress^should giye. counties ^n, pppprtunity.

to reassess projects included in the second phase; however, :the ^riter-iafor, ■■■■

second phase projects should be adhered to as strictly as Rossible^.v-Tlie^secoad

phase included 204 inter-country projects. Finally, he informed, the meeting,,,

that ECA's involvement in the Europe-Africa permanent link stewed:froiU:Economic

and Social Council resolution 1982/57, and that ECA and ECE jtia^^beea,.asked,,to

undertake a study and submit a report thereon to the Counci^ , T£ei:proposal, he

repeated, did seem technically viable; from the legal point:,ofiviewl,tt:,had been-,

ascertained that, although the link would be "entirely in Spanish and-Moroccan ;;.

territorial waters and/or airspace, the two countries were.o&Uged-under international

law to respect the right ,of innocent passage. The.secretariat regarded.7 tP 10

tfef-centas a very good rate of return on such an undertaking. ':

107. The Committee adopted the.reports''submitted. ■= ■ " : . ■:

United Nations Industrial Development Decade, for Africa (agenda item 6(b))

108. A .representative of the secretariat introduced the repotr of:the seventh meeting

of the Conference .of,African>MinHsters of Industry (E/ECA/Ck.10/27). He recailetf

the background of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa arid Its objective^'as

specif.led in paragraph 66, of the"'Lagos Plan of .Action. He then : brieffed the Committee

.x?n activities undertaken.. Since 1^82^ the secretariats of OAU, UWIDO- attd 'EGA had ;

collaborated on the preparation; of. gu^cle^es for initiating■ .action...wfclch* in ■;

combination with natiptial and su^re^io.na.l priorities, hs$ bee^iu^edL.-at 4&xe&,^.:j-■'■-.■<'

subregional meetings to identify_^ro^ec|s for promotion. Some, 100 ;cpre:a^d 49i;... /

supporting projects had been,.,.t.hus. identified. Of the core projects, 33 were in -.-

North Africa, 35 in West Africa, 23 in Central Africa and 18fIin Easter^and Southern

Africa; 10 supporting projects were in North Africa, 17 in West Africa, 13 in Central

Africa and 9 in Eastern and Southern Africa. The Committee was also briefed on the

conclusions, recommendations and resolutions emanating from the Conference.
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109. The Committee took note of document E/ECA/CM.10/27.

Regional review and appraisal of progress achieved in the implementation of

the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development in

Africa (Agenda item 6 (c))

110. A representative of. the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/GMBlG/25-on

the regional review and appraisal of progress achieved:in the implementation of

the Vienna Programme of Action on Science and. Technology ..Development in Africa.

He explained that the Vienna ProgrammeB a .forerunner to the Lagos Plan of Actions

had evolved out of the 1979 United Nations Conference on Science and Technology

for Development which was held at the height of the discussions on the need for:

a New International Economic Order. The .purpose of the .review was to assess the .

progress achieved thus far in the implementation of the Programme and the related

Operational Plan in Africa and provide a basis for the adoption of more effective

policies and strategies. ..... ■ .-..-.;

111. Despite inadequate responses from member States'* there were discernible trends

and features in the available data. Six of the eight areas covered had performed

badly, but two did show positive trends. Impediments to the execution of the

Operational Plan included, difficulties with priority settings manpower development,

institutional and organizational arrangements, the dissemination of research

results* and finances. Possible solutions included greater dependence on local

financing in the spirit of self-reliance. In that connection countries might

consider spending 1 to 1,5 per cent of their GKP on science and technology by

1990. Planning1 and priority-setting mechanisms also needed improvement so as to

make science and technology an effective partner of social and economic development.

112. In the discussions which ensued9 speakers inquire^ about the similarities

between the Vienna Programme and the Lagos Plan of Action^ the status and use of ■■■.,

funds established to finance science and technology for developments the :.

activities of the various committees on science and technology and whether there ;

was any duplication in the activities of the secretariat units concerned. One
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speaker expressed concern at the lack of an Arabic edition of document

E/ECA/CM.10/25, and another requested caution in the presentation of^figures.

It was said-that the target of 1 ;per cent of GHP to be spent on science and

technology was very highs. because the GHP of most African countries included ar

very large subsistence sector. , It might be better to specify a percentage of

Government revenue. Qne representative said that funding was not the primary

issue? what was required was a means of superyising? co-ordinating and setting

priorities for the various science and technology institutions. Themeeting

was jalsp cautioned that not all African countries were at the same stage o£

.development. Sectors varied in their development from country to country, and

certain; countries^were without some sectors altogether.

113. The represeiitaitive of ARCEDEM observed that his institution had been created

to assist in the translation of scientific research into practical realities,

and infprjiied-, the Committee of training programmes offered by the Centre; ARGEDEM

hoped to,participate in the United Nations science and technology programmes and

activities9 and to collaborate in the preparation of future documents.

U4. The representative of UNESCO explained his organization's activities in

manpower development in implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action and the

recommendations of the African Netwbrk of Scientific and Technological

Institutions (ANSTI)s and highlighted majbr UNESCO adtivities in the areas

of bio-technology 9 microbiology^geology and water development.

115. The representative of the Centre for Science and Technology for Development

commented on the similarities between the Vienna Programme and the Lagos Plan

of Action and explained the functions of the various committees and the

Financing System for Science arid Technology for Development.

116. The secretariat apologized for its failure to produce the document in Arabic

and promised to rectify the omission.,

117. The Committee adopted document E/ECA/eM.lQ/25 subject to the deletion of

paragraphs 20 and 23 to 27 which5 it felt, made no positive contribution to the

paper. ■ -. . . vj; ■..:. ■ '•...-.■:.■.■
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Perspective studies on the livestock sector (agenda fLtem 6(d)) ■. ; .

118. Two documents were presented under this item: a progress report on the -'

perspective studies in the livestock sector (E/ECA/CM.10/12) arid the report'on the

expert consultation on livestock research and development in Africa (E/ECA/CM.lO/

12/Add.l). In connection with the first, the Committee was informed that in"

accordance with ECA resolution 463 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983 the secretariat had

organized studies on the livestock sector to be conducted in three phases. ' The

first, exploratory phase had-been carried out in collaboration with FAO and was

now complete. The project co-o-rdiftator would report on the second phase in 1985,

when the Conference of Ministers would also decide on the follow-up activities

to be concluded in the third phase. The purpose of the studies and the areas

that they would need,to cover were briefly described. •. . .•.,-■■'

,119. The expert consultation had concluded that political''decisions on questions

of finance, land tenure, pricing, marketing and extension were needed if the

livestock sector was to increase its contribution to the advancement of Africa.

The livestock sector was not receiving attention commensurate with its economic

importance. Disease continued to cause major losses although methods of diagnosing

and controlling the worst cattle diseases were well ..established. , It was urgently

necessary to develop livestock production in the subrhumid and humid parts of

Africa, and to devote more attention to range management,: fodder production and

the use of agricultural by-products for feed.

120. The Committee endorsed the recommendations made at the expert consultation.

It emphasized the value of the two documents and suggested that the.prospective

studies should be enlarged to include the creation of an agro^industrial ;

infrastructure to take full advantage of farm and animal production. A special

chapter should be devoted to the subject of information for livestock producers.

Suggestions were made as to the best strategies for successful livestock-raising.

ECA was urged to: employ African experts in producing the studies.1 Finally, the

Committee called for the studies to include monographs oh livestock policies

successfully pursued in Africa. . . .

121. The Committee approved the two documents and,the related suggestions.
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Report of the Third Meetnng of the Ministerial

Finance and including the establishment^of_an_African_monetary_fund (agenda .,.,*_'

item 6(e)) . :

122. Introducing the report of the Follow-up Committee (E/ECA/CM.10/36), the

representative of the secretariat said that 35 countries had taken part in its

third meeting. He reminded.members of., the conclusions the Follow-up Committee

had reached,; described the current-status of the negotiations on the success or

agreement to the Lome II Convention, and reported that little progress had been

made in; the talks in a code of conduct for transnational corporationso

123. In collaboration with OAU,ADB> ACMSand IDEP, ECA was proceeding with

the feasibility study on the establishment of an African monetary fund; as

described in the related report (E/ECA/CM. 10/15) .■■"in1 doing so it^nad encountered

three major obstacles: a shortage of resources; difficulties in: finding someone

to co-ordinate and bring together the work done by the different institutions

involved; and the large number of participating bodies,: which had at times made

it difficult to keep to deadlines. The secretariat believed that additional funds

would have ;to be,made available if the project was to be completed. He suggested

that member States should be approached., for .further contributions.so that the

project could be finished by 1985. . ; .

124. In the ensuing debate> one speaker asked whether the co-ordinator for

the various studies on the feasibility of the proposed African Monetary Fund

had yet been appointed. Questions were raised about the criteria iisfed to 'select

countries for case studies on domestic trade* and on the likelihood that-tl4e African

fund would be able to deal with problems that IMF could not adequately resolve.

125. The observer for IMF said the documents gave the impression that IMF and the

proposed African fund would be in competition with each other. That was not true.

■IMF had always supported^ the- activities of regional funds. '.-■:■■ ::

126. The representative of the secretariat replied that the viability of the

African fund would depend on the competitiveness of African economies in commercial

relations among themselves. A suitable candidate for -the co-ordinator of the

feasibility^studies had been found, but had not yet officially accepted the offer

of the post. No, specific criteria had been applied in selecting countries for the

case studies.
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12?;i Responding to the observer for ■■■IMP, the Executive Secretary agreed that the

proposed African. Fund.and IMP were more likely to complement ■ than to compete

with each other.

128. ; The Committee endorsed the conclusion, in paragraph 41 of document

E/ECA/CM.10/36, that Africa should strengthen inter-African, trade through the

creation of an African common market* as the most effective way of deriving ..■:."

maximum benefit from GSTP. It seconded the wish in paragraph 46, that the .... :i

socialist countries of Eastern Europe would, participate in the development. :• ■ -..;..

efforts of African countries. It called for the deletion of the final, sentence .'

in paragraph 40, which was not in keeping with the line taken by the Group of 77.

It then took note of all the documents submitted under the sub-item and commended

them to the attention of the Conference of. Ministers.

Contribution_of_ECA-sponsored regional arid subregional institutions to African

(agenda item 6(f)) "

-A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.10/7,

summarizing the proceedings of the fourth Conference of Chief Executives of

ECA-spbnsored regional and subregional institutions, and document E/ECA/CM.10/9,

the consolidated biennial report on ECA-sponsored regional and subregional

institutions 1982.-1983 and programme of work and priorities for the biennium

1984-1985. He pointed;out that all the institutions concerned, with the exception

of those, in the financial and banking fields, were short of political and financial

support frpm member.countries. That problem, however, should be discussed when

agenda item 7(g) was,- introduced. . r

.130;,. The ensuing discussions revealed a general feeling that the two documents

were incomplete* The summary of the fourth Conference of Chief Executives was ,sp

brief that some of the items discussed had been omitted, altogether," the consolidated

biennial report did not even refer to some of the regional and subregional

institutions which ECA sponsored'- It was suggested that the two documents should

be discussed in conjunction with the report to be presented under the following

sub-item. Some speakers said that the implementation of ECA resolution 477 (XVIII)

and the frequency of Conferences of Chief Executives should be discussed by experts.

Some asked about the purposes and the upper limit of the Buffer Fund.
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131. In reply, the representative of the secretariat said" that the; biennial

report was1 based oh the information received from the institutions concerned:'

institutibns'which hadprovided no information hadnot been included. One of

the purposes'of the Buffer Fund was to inake short-term loans'to institutions in

temporary financial difficulties. The Fund had no upper limit, but the: lower-

limit wbuld be $US 500^000.' Loans wbuid' not exceed $US 50,000, repayable'in

three months. No'interest would be'charged, but there would fee a 2 per cent.

service fee. ■ ['•'' " '■"'■

132; The Committee took, note of the two documents.

. . ■ ■ ■ ■:>.■ ■ .. • .■-' - ".J.'-f-■ . ;■ ■■■,

Evaluation and harmonization of activities of U^^African_multinational_institutions

^^ Tagehda item 6(g)) '

3;- The Chairman of the Ad Hog Committee, to implement EGA resolution 47? L,(

introduced; document, S/ECA/CM. 10/10, explaining that the Committee had, been' setup

to evaluate the,regional and multinational institutions created under ECA;;and. QAU

auspices, make recommendations as to their continued relevance and advise on ways

ori.which: their activities might be-better co-ordinated and/or, integrated.. '""It h.^d

formed: two sub-conmittees which> between them, had visitecUmost of,.the institutions

cpncerned.! ^ith:rare exceptions, mostly in the monetary field,fit had found ,t;hat

_t.he: institutions were much: hampered by: the fact that member: countries paid their

contributions irregularly if,at all. Not only did that make; It;difficult for them

to function properly, but it also made it difficult to secure support from donor-

organizations and countries. Some institutions were also hampered by.very small

memberships. The Committee had discovered, to its regret, that political

considerations took precedence over competence in the recruitment of staff for the

institutions.

,134*. .The. Committee; felt that in order to become ,an effective executing agency;.,

within the terms of resolution 451 (XVII), the. ECA,secretariat isfcbuld be given;

wider powers to co-ordinate the activities of the institutions. The activities

of institutions with similar or overlapping interests (for example, the two

organizations generally concerned with cartography, neither of which was at present

operating with much success) should be co-ordinated or combined under a single .
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secretariat so-as to alleviate the financial burden on member States. More

co-operation among different groups of institutions was needed. The. Committee

recommended improvements in the methods used to co-ordinate and rationalize

activities, and suggested that the ECA secretariat should be made responsible

for reviewing the work programmes of the institutions sponsored by EGA, and

enforcing decisions to rationalize or consolidate them. It also suggested that

ECA should take charge of collecting dues from member countries and distributing

them to the institutions concerned.

135. Since the Committee had not completed its work, it was seeking a one year

extension in its mandate.

:l36. In the following discussion-, speakers acknowledged, the importance, of the

various subregional and regional institutions for the development of the African

continent, and commended the &d_Hoc Committee's findings. They called for all

institutions to submit reports on their activities in future. A number of

institutions, it was said, needed to be. merged in order to concentrate efforts

■and cut costs: language differences should not be considered a barrier to such

mergers. Technical ability must take precedence over political criteria in the

recruitment of personnel. Several speakers deplored the fact that countries which

supported the establishment of institutions then left them to the host countries to

ensure that they continued to function^ One speaker suggested that the institutions

might, raise additional funds by charging member countries for the services provided.

137. The observer for RIPS regretted that it was not possible for the Committee

to visit his institute and expressed the hope that if the mandate of the Committee

was extended it would visit the Institute. He promised to provide the necessary

documents. He also expressed gratitude to the Government of Ghana and UNFPA for

the support so far given by them. The observer for ARCEDEM informed the Committee

about the work being done by his Institute* which could assist in the reduction of

imports of agricultural equipments. . . ..: ...

138. The observer for the African Regional Organization for Standardization^ARSO)

said that if. the ECA secretariat "was to collect contributions, it should do so in

collaboration with the institutions concerned. The observer for the African

Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT) indicated a number ox" problems that might
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arise if ECA was put in charge of collecting contributions, and said that the

solution was to call on the governing bodies of each institution to give priority

to the question of financing. ,;"

139. Many representatives spoke in favour of extending the Ad Hoc Committee■s

mandate by one'year, although one argued for the Committee to be dissolved and

a group of experts set up in its place. Several speakers said that if the mandate

was to be prolonged the Committee should be instructed to pursue the actual

integration or merger of certain institutionss there was a risk, otherwise, that

"many countries would attempt individual solutions. :

140. Thanks.were expressed to those countries that had borne, the costs of, their

representatives' participation in the Ad_Hoc Committee during..the first phase ;,o£ its

work, but it was suggested that" future missions should be funded by the secretariats

of' ECfi-and OAU. One speaker called on EGA to schedule the. annual Conference of

Chief.Executives and- meetings of the Ad_Hoc Committee together in, Addis Ababa, :

in order to reduce costs. , ; .

141. .In: reply to the.Committee's comments, the Chairman of the; Ad Hoc Committee

said that all the institutions sponsored by ECA and OAU were of great importance

to .the African continent,.; but means had to be found of streamlining and co-ordinating

their activities. TheAd_:Koc Committee had worked to that end, in accordance with

its mandate.

142. The Executive Secretary remarked that in view of the Adjfoc Committee's findings

to date, the report ought to be circulated to all national Governments v?ith a request

to.r^i§i^,to ^ay;*heir contributions to, the various institutions. He believed that

countrj#.s-.woH.ltia likely refuse to pay for the services of institutions over arid above

their:-regular; contributions if they have already contributed although, if they ^

agreed to do so, thfe financial problem would be half settled. It must be clearly •

understood that neither ECA, OAU nor UNDP had the funds to support the Ad Hoc/ ;

Committee. It had-been agreed, when the Ad_Hoc Committee was set up,: that'each'

country on the: Committee would bear the expanses of its own representative.': ECA,

OAU and UNDP had met the costs of their own involvement.on that basis, and' if the

Committee's mandate was 'renewed it would have to be on the same financial terms as

before. A number of speakers had referred to paragraph 264 of the Lagos Plan of
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Action: the members of TPGW should bear in mind that at their meeting in Freetown

in 1981 they had rejected the findings of an assessment carried out in accordance

with that paragraph. The Ad_Hoc Committee had a political task to perform. The

work could not be done by experts from ECA, OAU or UNDP.

143. The Technical Preparatory Committee recommended an extension of the Ad H6c

Committee's mandate by one year. It called on ECA and OAU to co-ordinate the

work of the institutions they sponsored and to correct the instances of duplication

that had been identified. It recommended that the Conference of Ministers should

call on States to pay their contributions to the institutions to which they belonged.

Finally, it determined that the next Conference of Chief Executives should be held

at the same time as the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee, and called on the ECA

secretariat to amend its schedule of meetings accordingly.

meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee' of Experts of the Least Developed

£f£ican_Countries (item 7)

144. The Chairman of the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of

Experts of the Least:Developed African Countries, held at Addis Ababa from 9 to 12

!May 1984, introduced document E/ECA/LDCs.4/6/Rev.l containing the report of that

meeting, which was to be submitted to the third meeting of the Conference of

Ministers of African Least Developed Countries, scheduled to take place at; Addis

Ababa from 22 to 23 May 1984.

145. The Intergovernmental Committee had reviewed the economic and social situation

in African least developed countries. It had assessed progress in the implementa

tion of the Substantial New Programme of Action in African least developed

countries from 1981 to 1983i It had also considered pricing policies in the

Meast developed African countries and had reviewed ECA activities in 1983 and

it^programme of work for 1984 in favour of the African LDCs. Two resolutions

had been adopted by the meeting: one on measures for the effective implementation

of the Substantial New Programme of Action in African LDCs and another on pricing

policies in those countries.
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146.i The observer for IMF intervened to siay that allusions had been made in

the report of .the Committee thatvd£d not fully reflect the real objectives :

and effects of the Fund's programmes'in African countries.

147. The Technical Preparatory Committee took note of the report.

Reports of the.annual sessions; of.the MULPOCs (agenda item 8)

148, The,Chairmanof the Yaounde-based HULPOC reported on the activities of the

centre as reviewed by the council at-its seventh session iri'1984, stating that

priority was given to trade9 finance, transport and communications,1 research

in agronomy and rural development, and the integration of women in the

development process. The choice of activities for 1984 followed priorities

established,by the Council of Ministers of the Yaounde-based MULPOC in March,

1978. Special emphasis was paid to projects on Chad, The Chairman expressed

appreciation for the support so far given to the MULPOC by.UNDP and.member, ;

States, and appealed for more such support. :, .... . ,,:

149. The Chairman "of ^th^ Niamey-based MULPOC presented a summary of the

report of the seventh session of the Council of Ministers of that MULPOC,

which had met in Conakry in February 1984. He reported that the WtPOC

had executed 58 percent of all projects in its 1983 work programme,.partially

implemented 10 others and had been unable to terminate three for lack of resources.

The work programme for 198.4 included 27 projects !in the sectors, of trade and

finance, agriculture and water resources, He praised the staff of the MULPOC,

stressing that human and financial, constraints were the greatest obstacle the

MULPOC'faced in responding effectively to its ever increasing responsibilities.

In view of its financial difficulties the member States of the.subregion. had

recommended that one percent of all. national, contributions to the, United Nations

should be earmarked for the MULPOC. He appealed to UltfDP to,prpvide.more funds

so that the MULPOC could accomplish its increasing responsibilities, and

requested EGA to give the MULPOC greater autonomy in financial management.
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150. The Chairman of the Lusaka-based MULPOC briefed the Committee on the report

of the Council of Ministers of the Eastern and Southern African MULPOC, high

lighting decisions on various aspects of th&MULPOC's work programme for 1984

which included projects in the sectors of transport and communications, industry,

agriculture, human resources planning, development and utilization, natural re

sources, trade, and financial and monetary co-operation. The Programme also

covered the development and information system in the Eastern and Southern

African subregion, special projects to assist the liberation movements in .

Southern Africa, and the co-ordination of operations with PTA and 5ADCC. Nine

resolutions adopted included resolutions on industry, the establishment of a

maize research programme, water resources, and the training of port management

personnel in Eastern and Southern Africa.

151. The Chairman of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC presented the report of its

Council of Ministers, which had decided to concentrate resources pn a few

important projects selected with a view to greater subregional economic integra

tion, adequate follow-up to projects in progress, greater co-operation between

MULPOC and CEPGL, the involvement of the MULPOC in the Central African Economic

Community and the need to increase the MULPOC's financial and human resources.

The Ministers had approved projects in three priority areas: industry and trade,

agro-industry, and the exploitation and utilization of natural resources.

152. The Chairman of the Tangiers-based MULPOC presented the report of the

Meeting of P1enipotentiaries of the North African MULPOC which had met in

Tangiers from 27 March to 1 April 1984. The meeting had focused on priorities

identified in the Lagos Plan of Action and adopted projects in the areas of

Afro-Arab trade, financial and economic co-operation, industrial co-operation

in the subregion, a food plan for North Africa, co-operation in agricultural

research, studies on migration to Europe, underground and surface water \

resources research, development and management, and navigational links \

with African countries south of the Sahara. . , . \
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153. Noting the importance of the PADIS project for the collection, storage and

dissemination of information for development, and emphasizing the commitment of

member States to improving their information bases, he reported that the members

of the Tangiers-based'MULPOC were concerned about how the system was being

managed. He emphasized the need for EGA to ensure greater co-ordination among

MULPOC projects and to jnake greater use of African expertise. He also reguested

ECA to resist the proliferation of Committees which were likely to slov? down MULPOC

activities and consume resources needlessly.

154. The directors of the five MULPOCs supplemented the presentations by emphasiz

ing priority areas in their activities and; outlining;the human, financial arid

other.constraints which hindered their,work. They welcomed the contributions

given by some member States and appealed to others to follow suit. ' . ■

155. The representative of the secretariat highlighted the main trends emerging

in the activities of the MULPOCs: growing economic co-operation and integration

in the subregions including stronger links with other subregional intergovern

mental organizationsi■the increasingly ;operational character'of theiMULPOCs- "

enhanced interest in>ensuring that womehBs projects-responded 'to countriesVconcerns

and ai feeling that thefewas a need to strengthen the MULPOCs and improve:.- -"

collaboration among them. In that regard ECA was prepared;to decentralize:staff

whenever possible. He pai.d tribute to the support from UNDP and some member

States, and appealed for more. ,.:■ :.■■■■■■

156. In the discussions which, followed, representatives expressed their satisfac

tion with the performance of the MliLPOCs, stressed their role in fostering .

economic co-operation and integration in the subregions, and underscored the

need to increase their manpower and financial resources/ appealing to member

States' to provide resources. They appealed to UKDP to increase its assistance

to the MULPOCs and urged ECA to give them greater autonomy in financial management.

157. Several speakers praised the emphasis on women's programmes; some requested

countries to strengthen the MULPOCs'operational capability by seconding national

experts to them for fixed periods without charge.
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153. One representative called for the written information on PADIS sought by

member States of the North African MULPOC to be made available. .

159. One representative observed that existing intergovernmental

organizations in West Africa had their own secretariats. The

issue of rationalizing the structures for subregional co-operation

and integration in that subregion had not been resolved. It was therefore

premature to talk about the Niamey-based MULPOC as the secretariat for all

the intergovernmental organizations in West Africa.

160. In the absence of other documentation, the'secretariat was asked to

reproduce and circulate to the Committee the texts of the statements by the

MULPOC chairmen.

Third session of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians .

and Demographers (agenda item 9(a))

161. "A representative of the secretariat introduced'the report of the'third

session of the Joint^Conference of African PlannerfeyStatisticians and

Demographers (E/ECA//CM.10/24). He informed the Committee that the Jdirit

Conference -had extensively discussed the study of Africa's perspectives

up to the year 2008 :ref&rred to them by EGA resolution 479 (XVIII) and had

made various recommendations aimed at improving it.' The planners had also

reviewed progress in short~term forecasting, considered a. revised format

for the annual Survey of economic and social conditions in Africa, and

discussed, the organization and manpower requirements: of national planning

agencies, foreign exchange leakages, the co-ordination of the: private and =

public sectors, social,, economic indicators, the implementation of the Lagos" ■

Plan of Action and the. activities of IDEP. ; ; .
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162. In statisticss the principal consideration had been the strengthening of :'V

national statistical services .along .the lines indicated in ECA resolution

479. (^HI), and the Conference had debated the action that Governments,

statistical services and international agencies needed to take. It had praised

the efforts made by ECA.in connection with the African Household Survey . ,

Capability Programme^ the Statistical Training Programme for Africa, the

National Accounts Capability'Programme'and the establishment of a regional

statistical data bank*

163. In the demographic field the Conference had focused on important demographic

factors influencing ^economic and. social conditions in member States, the

operational problems. ;o£...(he.E.CA. regional population training institutess the

formation of a new.professional.-association on African population studies and

the,financial shortages, that limited the number of staff the secretariat could

employ in thefield qf-population,... Jn response to ECA resolution 438 (XVIII),.

documentation and information science experts had examined the Pan-African

Documentation and Information System and its implications for activities at the

national levgl.

164. The Committee took note of the report and the five attached resolutions..-

It also noted the suggestion by one representative that K£A should develop a ■

methodology for implementing the Lagos Plan of Action at1the national level.

Second meeting of the Jfoint Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human

Settlements and Environment (agenda item 9 (b))

165. A representative of the secretariat introduced the report of the second

meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements

and Environment.,(S/ECA/CMB10/13),, Owing to inadequate resources9 environmental

problems had,;:not.been given the attention they deserved. Governments regarded ,

human settlements particularly housing for the poor and disadvantaged, as a

matter of low priority. The Committee was given details of the International

Year for the 'Homeless which was scheduled to take place in'19S7 under the ;

auspices of HABITAT. .-.-■"•■■

166. He also highlighted the human settlement activities planned for the

biennium 1984-1985. He also briefly described the measures planned to mitigate

the effects of natural disasters.
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Fifth meeting of the Africa Regional_Co-ordinating^Gomittee^for_the_Integration

o£ women in Development (agenda item 9 (c)) .

167. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.10/33,

containing the report of the fifth meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating

Committee for the Integration of Women in Development (ARCC), held in Addis Ababa

from 14 to 16 May 1984.

168. The meeting had considered the reports of the subregional committees on the

integration of women in development. It had reviewed the activities of. the

African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW), including the women's

programmes of the various MULPOCs in 1983-1984. It had also discussed the

institutional framework governing relations between various organs established

to promote the integration of women in development? preparations for the regional

intergovernmental preparatory meeting to be held in Arusha in September 1984,

where representatives would work out an African position to be presented at the

World Conference to Review and Appraise tn^ Achievements of the United Nations

Decade for Women: Equality, Development, Peace, in Nairobi' in 1985; the need for a.

special pledging conference for the subregional and regional women's' programmes^,and

the mobilisation of women in response to natural disasters in Afrioa, '. Six resolutions

which"were' adopted by the meeting had been reformulated into two resolutions which

were 'being examined "by the resolutions Committee for submission to TEPCCM* ■■

169. The representatives commended the report and endorsed the resolutions

adopted by the meeting.:. There was general support for a call made on the Executive

Secretary to organize a special pledging conference as soon as possible for the

regional and subregional women's progranmes. One representative asked why there

should be a pledging conference when one of the resolutions adopted by ARCC

already urged States to make special contributions to support the work of ARCC'

and the subregional committees, it was explained that the contradiction was only

apparent: some Governments could both pledge at the conference and make special

contributions, some could opt to do one or the other.

170. The Committee urged member States to participate in the 1985 World

Conference.
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_ of Experts for Science and ->

iSS (agenda item 9 (d)) ■ , .'.-.."

A representative of the secretariat introduced the report of the second

meeting of. the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and Technology

Development (E/ECA/CM.10/6). The meeting had been held at Addis Ababa from '.

14 to 18 November 1983. ':,.,-....

172. The meeting had considered matters including the progress in the implementation

of the Vienna Programme of Action and its Operational Plan since 1980, the

implementation of the Science and Technology chapter of the Lagos Plan of Action

since 1982, and the proposed programme of work and priorities for the biennium

1984-1985 (Science and Technology Programme). A resolution on strengthening"African

capabilities In scientific and technical matters had been adopted^ " '

173. In the discussion that followed, the representative of Cameroon pointed out

that as of January 1984 the official name of his country had been changed^ There

was a general call for more thought to be given to scientific research, and

greater attention to be given to the development and adaptation of old technologies.

The ECA secretariat'was invited to approach the Centre for the' Planning and

Co-ordination of Science and Technology Research in Morocco for co-operation in

this area. Speakers voiced the hope that the trend towards greater South-South

co-operation in technology development would increase. The role of the ECA Unit on

Science and Technology in the implementation of the Vienna Plan and the Science and

Technology chapter of the Lagos Plan of Action was stressed, and it was suggested

that the Unit should.be expanded to division level in order to enable it to play

its role, more effectively. .-. ■■■■ -

Youth Year (agenda item 9(e))

174. A member of the secretariat presented the report of the Reginlal Meeting on the

International Youth Year held in Addis Ababa from 20 to 24 June 1983 (E^fiCA/CM. 10/28)

After recalling the objectives of the'Mneeting, he informed the Committee that the

meeting'ha^-o^nsidered the1 situationfof African youth in the 1980s and had formulated

a long^teW'Regional Plan of Action 'on :Ybuth.';; The meeting had also considered the

possibilities of regional co-operation with respect to youth.

175. The Committee took note of the report. '
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f.Crime_and_the-Treatm^nt_of_0ffenders ' (agenda1, item. 9 (f)}

176. A member of, the secretariat introduced the report" of the meeting, (E/ECA/CM.10/

29) which gave an, account of the discussions that had,taken place on the

prevention of the. crime and the treatment of offenders in Africa. ..

177. The Committee took note of the report. '

EE2^sedjj£d£tt.ng^f_and_re^^ item 1Q)

178. A representative of the secretariat introduced documents E/ECA/CM.10/16 and

Add.!. He explained that the purpose of the documents was to present secretariat

proposals for revisions to the Medium-Term Plan for the period.1984-1989. The

proposed revisions were of four types: the introduction of new. programmes;,

substantive revisions of entire programmes; substantive revisions of existing

subprogrammes; and small textual*changes. They were in keeping with the regula

tions governing programme planning and the programme aspects of the budget (Annex

to General-Assembly resolution 37/234 , and the instructions of the Secretary-General.

179. One new programme - the Pan-African Documentation and Information. System

(PADIS) - had been introduced. PADIS had to be included .in the Medium-Term Plan

because of the regulations governing programme activities and in accordance with a

request by the Secretary-General, since there was no major programme under which

PADIS could fee placed, CPC had, at the Secretary-General's suggestion, included

it as part of the "Development Issues and.policies in African programme.

18p. Energy, formerly a.subprogramme under "Natural .Resources and EnergyVwas now

a programme in its own1 right. The proposals now before the Committee were intended

to be an improvement on the formulation chosen by CPC in 1982 when it considered

ECA's submission on the subject. The Secretary-General1s suggestion, CPC had

recently decided to retain the programme format as it was. That did not preclude

the Conference of Ministers from making its own recommendations on the subject.

181. The "Marine Affairs" programme was a reformulation of the earlier "Resources

of the Sea" subprogramme made in the light of the United Nations Convention or the

Law of the Sea.

182. The Committee took note of the documents.
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World Population Plan of Action (agenda item 11)

183. A representative of the secretariat introduced the Report of Che Second

African Population Conference, held at Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania from 9 to

13 January 1984 (E/ECA/CMaO/14). The Conference had. reviewed progress in

the implementation of the World Population Plan of Action (WFPA) adopted in .

Bucharest in 1974 and the recommendations of the Regional Post-World Population

Conference Consultation held in Lusaka, Zambia, in April 1975? it had also

identified action that needed to be taken in the future. It had adopted a

Programme of Action for African Population containing recommendations on-items

such as population and development strategies and policies, fertility and

family planning; morbidity and mortalityj urbanization and migration; the

changing role of women in the development process; children and youth; the

collection and analysis of population data^ and the role of private and non

governmental organizations in population matters. Regional and subregiohal

organizations, donor governments and agencies were urged to assist Governments

in the implementation of the African programme of action. ";

184. The,representatives of UNFPA and the Population Division in the Department

.of International Economic and Social Affairs gave information on the preparations

for -the International Conference on Population to be held iii Mexico from 6 to 13

Augus-t 1984. It was stated that preparatory activities at: the national level

were an extremely important means of alerting people to the'importance of

population; issues in the context of the Mexico Conferences and in that connection,

it was gratifying,*o note that the overwhelming majority bf African countries'had

already established national population commissions.

1S5. The Committee took note of the repbrtt.

hg^^solutions of the Commission and resolutions and, decisions adopted by''-'-

Economic and Social Council at its second regular session of 1983 and by the

General Assembly at its 38th session in the economic and social sectors that

are of interest td 'Africa (agenda item 12)

186. A representative of the secretariat introduced dpcuments E/ECA/CM.lb/sV

E/ECA/CM,10/8/Add,l and E/ECA/CM, 10/20 on the follow-up.to the resolutions and
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Addis Ababa Declaration adopted by the ninth meeting of the Conference of Ministers

The resolutions were presented in three-groups. ...'<.

187. The first' group comprised resolutions requiring ad hoc and specific follow-

up measures such as resolutions 462 (XVIII), 4^3 (XVIII), 463 (XVIII),

467 (XVIII) and'4>7 (XVIII). The second group dealt with the follow-up to some 15

resolutions which did not require such an immediate responses such as resolution

460 (XVIII). The third group concerned resolutions submitted to ECOSOG and the

General Assembly. The Council had adopted all the resolutions brought before it

by the Conference of Ministers.

188. The EGA secretariat, with the support of African,delegations had had to

fight very hard during the 38th session to.obtain additional resources from the

international community for the developmentTof Africa. ^ had,.however, secured

the adoption of a number of resolutions on topics crucial,to.African interests,

and resolutions on special assistance to some 20 African countries had also been

adopted by the General Assembly. . ,

189. In the ensuing discussion, one representative'wanted to know why in " ■:

resolution 38/198 the General Assembly had suggested 1991 as the International

Year for the Mobilization of financial and technological resources to increase

food and agricultural production in Africa while the, food situation in Africa

needed urgent action. In reply, the representative.of the secretariat said

that fixing of the date was not the secretariat's.responsibility; it was a,

suggestion put forward by.ECOSOC which probably took that decision because o£rthe

many international years that were currently being implemented. . ...■■-,.

190. The Committee took note of the documents introduce, i

?he United Rations Trend Fund for African Development; progress report on the,

utilisation of pledges for 1982-1983 (agenda item 13)

191.. Introducing the progress report (E/ECA/CH.10/17), a representative of the

secretariat outlined the history of UNTFAdV and pointed out that a summary of the

status of pledges, made at the four biennial UNTFAD pleding conferences held to

date and .the payments made against those pledges as'of 31 December 1983 indicated

that both pledges and payments by African Governments and institutions had

decreased with each successive biennium.
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192./"Ih' response to observations by- some representatives that payments by their

respective Governments -were* noi recorded' in document E/ECA/CM.10/17, it' was .

explained chat Che document covered payments, received-by- 31 December 19"83'; ■ ' • ■■ ■'

There, $?as ofter* a three-month, delay between-ywhen Governments ^deposited payments--;

and tb.edate<of receipt oaf the fun is by Qheinical Bank, with which URTFAp. money'

was i deposits^... .. ... . . , .".-.. ■ ' '..■ ■ ■ •■'■■

193. A'list of countries that had made contributions since 1 January 1384 was read

out:to the meeting.

■-..-.... - - . ■. ■ - ■ i1 '■ ■■ '■

194J :?The-'Committee took* riofc of the report, *■ ';**'' ■■•'"-. .■-■ ' ■ i

ECOSOC's request to its subsidiary bodies that currently meet on an annual basis

to consider adopting? on an experimental basisr a biennial cycle on■meetings' and

to report in 1984 (agenda item 14)

195. The representative of the secretariat briefed the Committee on decision,102

adopted by the Bconomic and Social Council on 10 February 1984, .in which the.

Council requested those of its subsidiary bodies that met annually' to consider

adopting, on an experimental basis/ a biennial cycle of meetings as part of the

continuing efforts to-.rationalize the work of.the Council. ECA;had experimented

with biennial meetings between 1965 and 1979, but in resolution 330 (XIV)T, adopted

on 27 March 1979, it had decided to resume annual meetings. That decision was

part of its response to General; Assembly resolution 32/197 which requested regional

commissions, taking into ■ ac'cbuivt the special needs and. conditions of their ■

respective regions, to rationalise their structures and streamline their subsidiary

machinery. It was also based on the need to monitor the imjJlemqnfc-ati&n^ of :the :'■

Monrovia Strategy for .the/.; economic xieyelopment of Africa and of the Lagos !p.lan ^

of;-Ao.tion: and-Final Ac^ to. ^crk closely■ ,wLtfr- OAU, and to prepare common African,

positions for international'.negotiations-... ><_ivs'/.:.:. '-.('} I}-'- "»." '"■ -;'..

196'.' The ECA secretariat believed that the Conference of Ministers, as the

Only regional forum for discussing issues related to international negotiations,

should continue to meet yearly pending a review in 1988. ' .;
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197. Many representatives said that the Conference of Ministers should continue

to meet annually until the crises facing Africa abated.. The preoccupation of

member States, with these crises was shown in the regular attendance by most

countries at the annual meetings of the Commission, .'

198. Some representatives also felt that biennial meetings would afford too

little opportunity to present Africans problems comprehensively and regularly to

the annual meetings of the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly,

.G*ie...4elegate masked if. the request'for "biennial meetings :was "being, .addressed to

other commissions and how regularly those commissions held their meetings. ■■

199* Some other representatives however felt that the number of meetings could be

reduced as. the Economic and Social Council recoiamended.S; since countries wou.14 ...

then have time ..to implement decision taken by the Commission and the secretariat's

work load would be reduced,

200. The representative of the secretariat responded that the Economic and Social

Council's request was addressed to all commissionss but only ECLA among the

commissions met biennially at present- In response to a question on the

secretariat's view on ,the Issue he reported that the Executive Secretary, after

considering all, the problems facing Africa, suggested that yearly meetings should

continue until the matter was reviewed.in 1988O ECA subsidiary bodies .and sectoral

ministerial meetings, however, were being held biennially. . .

.201, The Committee decided^to recommend the retention of annual meetings, on the

understanding that the practice would be reviewed in 1988,

Any other business (agenda item 15) .

202. Under this item of the agenda, many speakers complained about the secretariat's

lateness in delivering, and occasional failure to deliver documents before meetings,

which made it. difficult for delegations to make effective contributions to the

work of the Committee.. ■ The secretariat should adhere to the rule that required

documents to be distributed at least six x-reeks before meetings. Some.;speakers

regretted that the subject of personnel in the ECA secretariat, had not been on the

agenda of the Committee and inquired whether it could be inscribed in the agenda

of the Conference of Ministers, One representative suggested that sanctions should
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be applied against member States which defaulted in their payments to the

institutions established under the auspices of the-Commission. He also >c .7

suggested that, the meetings of the Joint Conference of Planners, Statisticians ,

and Demographers should.be held annually,.instead of biennially as at present.

The subject of appropriate methpdology,for_.incorporating :the requirements of the

LPA and FAL into national plans was, raised by one speaker, who suggested the

secretariat of EGA should prepare such a methodology* It was suggested that the

Committee should recommend the Conference of Ministers to call on the

Transnational Corporations operating in Africa for contributions towards efforts

to deal with the effects of drought. .

203, The Executive Secretary shared the view that the question of documentation

for the Committee's meetings was becoming a perennial problem. He explained what

steps had been taken to circulate the documents for the 1984 meeting, including

the use of embassies, distribution to participants in meetings of the MULPOCs and

at the meeting of the Joint Conference of African^ Planners., Statisticians and

Demographers in addition to the traditional channels. The situation needed to

be improved and the secretariat would increase its efforts in that direction.

With respect to the inclusion of the subject of personnel in the ECA secretariat

in the agenda of the Conference of Ministers3 it was explained that according

to the rules of procedure^ any member State could propose the inclusion of any

item in the agenda of the Conference of Ministers, However, also according to

the rules of procedure, such a proposal should be the subject of a memorandum;

and in conformity with an earlier decision of the Conference of Ministers, any

proposal coming before it must have been thoroughly discussed by TEPCOW and come

in the form of a recommendation. Member States could decide to impose sanctions

since such an approach was in conformity with United Nations practice. The

secretariat took note of the request for methodology on how to incorporate the

requirements of the LPA and FAL into national plans.

204. After a further exchange of views on these matters, the Committee decided

to take note of the points raised.
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Venue of next meeting (item 16)

2O5.; The representative of. Guinea apologised.that the current meeting could

not take place in Conakry and extended his country's invitation to host the

meeting in 1985. The Committee accepted the invitation. The date of the next

would depend on that of the meeting of the Ministers. .


